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Exciting Short Read! Hunting Jack Reacher is dangerous business. Reacher lives totally off the grid,

but he has friends -- and enemies -- in high placesLee Child Gives This Series Two Thumbs

Up!"Full of thrills and tension, but smart and human, too. Kim Otto is a great, great character - I love

her." Lee Child, #1 World Wide Bestselling Author of Jack Reacher ThrillersFBI Special Agents Kim

Otto and Carlos Gaspar have received a special off-the-books assignment: build a secret file on

Jack Reacher. Otto and Gaspar reveal a bit of themselves as they make every effort to put Jack in a

Box. Reacher fans know that no one boxes with Jack and lives to tell about it. Will Otto and Gaspar

be the first to succeed where so many have failed?New York Times and USA Today Bestselling

Author Diane Capri brings her insider knowledge to bear on her friend Lee Child's iconic character.

Have you joined the Hunt for Jack Reacher yet?
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This was like buying a book and only getting one chapter. I would not buy these again.I felt like I got

ripped off. Should have paid attention to the number of pages. I'll know better next time.



I had to double check to make sure everything downloaded as it felt like so much of story was

missing. Where is this story going?Also, there are two characters that could really be an intersting

duo. I likethe different personailty/cultural comparisons.If Lee Child believes in your ability I know its

there. Show us!I'll buy the sequel. Promise.

This is a waste of time and effort. No plot, no point, no progress. Quite why it was written is beyond

me. Quite why it was sold - other than to fleece a gullible public is also beyond me. Feeling cheated.

I am guessing Lee Child sold the rights for the Reacher series to Diane Capri. I believe he could

have found a far better writer.She has no concept of character development or story line

consistency. Her female FBI agent and her male partner are an insult to all the agents I have ever

met.In particular, how many times do several pages need to be written about the agent's antacid

problem or her fear of flying?In the Child's Reacher series, Jack left the service after thirteen years

with separation pay and after a period of time had to take on odd jobs to get by. Suddenly,

according to Capri Jack has a monthly retirement pension slightly over $1,000.I will use this review

for the other poorly written books in this series. I am alvoss05 at Yahoo.

$2.99 for a very short story where absolutely nothing happens. I bought the first book in this series

and it wasn't great but had some potential. This is the second and last book in the series that I will

buy. The characters become tiresome. If Otto pops one more antacid or cringes one more time

anticipating a plane flight then I will scream. Meanwhile Gaspar continues to limp and have various

pains while trying to reach retirement. I have had enough. This series is a loser.

I enjoyed the first book in the series, and I had hoped that this second short story would carry the

series along. This short did not add anything interesting to what was told in book number one. It is a

disappointment.

Total rip off! Not even a short story, just a few pages of nothing of any merit and really don't

understand the point of this publication. Don't be duped by the fact it is ten chapters... many of those

are just a short paragraph in length. Am put off buying any more in this series.

Diane Capris gets alot of mileage with her introduction of two very human relatable characters



looking for someone we fans of Lee Child's Jack Reacher know exists (at least in our imagination as

the reader). It is clearly a flattering nod to Lee Child's ability to sway not only us readers but other

authors looking to build on his classic work and I was surprised but pleased by her ability to draw us

in. I would recommend and certainly read any future endeavors of Diane Capris.
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